The quantum spin 1/2 X-Y model in dimensions d= 1, 2 and 3 is studied by means of the extended Migdal approximation for the scale factor of the transformation b = 2. It is found, with the imposed conditions to get the recursion equations, that an unstable fixed point between a T=O fixed point and that of T== exists for d>l. However, alternate imposed conditions lead to an unusual behavior that the T = 0 fixed point does not appear in any dimension and that a stable fixed point appears at a lower temperature than that of an unstable one for d > 2. The same model on the simple cubic and face-centered cubic lattices is also treated by the two-step decimation transformation. § 1. Introduction
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Recently much attention has been paid to the X-Y model to clarify the nature of a phase transition in two dimensions. As for the quantum X-Y model, it is believed with little doubt that the one-dimensional model remains paramagnetic at all temperatures and that there occurs a second order phase transition in three dimensions to an ordered phase with the long range order (transverse magnetization) at a finite temperature.])<l) The spin 1/2 X-Y model in two dimensions has no long range order at non-zero temperature,4) but shows evidence of a divergent susceptibility and a non-singular specific heat at a finite temperature.3).5),6) For the classical case in two dimensions, it is believed that the topological phase transition with a line of critical points occurs at a finite temperature.7)~ll) Several authorsl2)~16) have studied the X-Y model with spin 1/2 in two dimensions by means of the real-space nonlinear renormalization-group transformations. Nevertheless, their results were contradictory and inconclusive. Dekeyser et a1.17) suggested with a real-space linear renormalization transformation and with the imposition of marginality for temperature deviations from criticality that the same model shows a critical behavior of the same kind as that predicted for the classical case.
Recently an extension of the Migdal approximation 18 ), 19) to quantum spin systems has been made by Suzuki and Takano, 20) (hereafter referred to as ST), and Barma et a1. The approximation employed is to perform the quantummechanical calculation only for the one-dimensional decimation transformation (DT) in the Migdal approximation: The bond-moving approximation could be adequately applicable to Quantum systems on the same basis as to classical systems. This simple approximation yields a reasonable result for the Heisen· berg model that there occurs no phase transition at finite temperatures in two dimensions. Suzuki and Takano 20 ) In this report we treat by the extended Migdal approximation 20 ),21) the X-Y model described by (1) where 0,. and OJ are the Pauli spin operator and the sum is over nearest-neighbor pairs of sites. The factor -(3 = -1/ kB T is absorbed in the Hamiltonian (1) . Then we will discuss the above problem from a different point of view and study the nature of a phase transition of this model.
In § 2 we consider the methods used to derive the recursion equations for the quantum X-Y model on a d-dimensionallattice, and report the results obtained from them. Employing the above methods, the same model on the square lattice (SQ) and on the simple cubic (SC) and face-centered cubic (FCC) lattices is also treated by the DT and by the two-step DT,23) respectively. Section 3 is devoted to discussion and conclusion. § 
Methods and results
We consider the one-dimensional DT of the X -Y model for the scale factor b = 2. The linear chain is partitioned into clusters which contain three sites and share sites at either end with nearest-neighbor clusters. The decimation transformation of the original Hamiltonian H to the renormalized one H' is defined as H' =In Tr' exp H , (2) where Tr' denotes the trace over spin operators to be decimated. It is difficult to evaluate Eq. (2) because of lack of commutation. We consider the approximate transformation of the original Hamiltonian of the i-th cluster (3) to the renormalized one (4) 
Thus the relation in EQ. (6) exp H/ = Tr' exp H;
gives the recursion equations G = G( K) and K' = R( K). Two terms neglected according to EQ. (5) are O(exp(K2)) and O(exp( -K'2)) respectively. Thus the approximation of EQ. (5) will be good at high temperatures. Furthermore, it will be available even at low temperatures since above two errors are expected roughly to cancel on both sides of EQ. (2).20) A similar approximation to EQ. (5) was already used by Honda for the finite lattice renormalization-group transformation of Quantum spin systems and yielded the good results for the specific heat in d= 1.
)
Improvements will be possible by employing the two-cluster approximation where non-commutation is supposed only for nearest-neighbor pairs of clusters and by enlarging a cluster-size in d = 1. Substituting EQ. (3) in EQ. (7) and performing the partial trace over 0'2;+1, EQ. 
But it is difficult to transform the right-hand side of EQ. (8) into a single exponential form as the left-hand side of EQ. (8). Thus we consider the following alternative method. In order to determine the recursion equations for G and K', we require the following two conditions. One of them is the requirement of the free energy invariance of the i-th cluster before and after DT:
The other is the conservation of various correlation functions:
Since Eq, (8) is symmetrical with respect to the sites 2 i and 2 i + 2, and has a spin inversion symmetry, we choose A(0'2i, 0'2i+2) like the following three types:
where n is a positive integer. Using Eqs, (3)~(1l), we obtain three different recursion equations for K' given by
(13)
Case I is obtained with Eq. (ll· a) for a = z, or with Eq, (ll· b) for an even number n, Case II is obtained with Eq. (ll'a) for a=x or y, or with Eq. (ll·b) for an odd number n. Case III is obtained with Eq. 01'c) for any value of n, Equation (12) shows that the above choices of A( 0'2" 0'2i+2) for case I are not adequate. In what follows, we consider cases II and III in some detail. The free energy per site f(K) at K=O and = can be easily calculated from the constant term G, 25) In cases II and III G read
CasellI G=ln(2cosh(/2K)-1)+ln2.
We obtain for K::?>1 f(K)~/2K~l.4K for case II and f(K)~(2+4/2)/7K ""l.IK for case III,*) These results agree well with the exact resule) f(K) "" 4/ JrK "" l.3K for K::?> l. At K = 0 the exact free energy f( 0 )=In 2 is obtained for both cases. This might suggest that such assumptions as Eqs. (5) and (1) are applicable. Then, following the Migdal-Kadanoff approximation,18),19) the recursion equations K' for the d-dimensional hypercubic lattice are given by 2d~1 times those for d = l. On the contrary to classical systems,18),19) the errors inherent in the above bond-moving approximation are difficult to separate from those produced by Eqs. (5) and (11) and to estimate for quantum systems.
*) Thermodynamic quantities of this model will be reported in a subsequent paper. Figure l(a) illustrates the renormalization-group flows of Eq. (13'). The linearized transformation at the fixed point K* has a thermal eigenvalue AT (7) which is related to the critical exponent as
Our results are tabulated in Table I . In a similar manner to the above, we also calculate the case for b= 3 with Eq. (11· b) for n = 1, which is denoted by case II (3) hereafter. Case II(3) shows a similar behavior to case II. Thus we report only the results in Table I . For comparison, we also list in Table I the results of an X-Y type fixed point calculated from ST. The specific heat exponents Q' at Kl* and K2* for both cases are in fair agreement with each other, respectively. The exponents Q' at K2 * are positive and large in contrast to those at Kl *. Table I shows a close resemblance between case II and ST. Furthermore, the critical line in the phase diagram of ST traverses the X-Y axis at Kxv =O.274, which is very close to Kl*=0.Z75 for b=Z. The recursion equations of ST are obtainable, for example, with Eq. (9), (0), (noa) for a=z and (nob) for n=1 or 01°c), or with (9), (0), 0l o b) for n=1 and (n°c) for n=l. The non-existence of a K* == fixed point for cases II and II(3) is common to ST.
B. Case III
The renormalized interaction K' for the d-dimensional hypercubic lattice is expressed as
As seen from Eq. 04'), a K*== fixed point is present in any dimension. Equation 04') for d>1 has an unstable fixed point at a finite temperature. Renormalization-group flows of Eq. 04') are illustrated in Fig. 1 With Eq. (ll·c) for n=l, we also calculate the case for b=3, which is hereafter denoted by case III(3). In contrast to case III, case III(3) for d>2 exhibits the same kind of an unusual phase transition as that found for cases II and II(3). As seen from Tables I and II, the results for case III(3) coincide very closely with those for case II(3). Unfortunately, it is unclear at present whether the discrepancy between cases III and III(3) comes from the imposed condition Eq. (Il'c) or from the bond-moving approximation, for the Migdal approximation for d> 1 becomes worse as the scale factor b increases.
C. DT for SQ lattice and two-step DT between SC and FCC lattices
It is very difficult to estimate errors resulting only from the application of the bond-moving approximation to quantum spin systems since two assumptions of Eqs. (5) and (11) are also employed together. Therefore, we examine the influence of the bond-moving approximation on the results for cases II and III by means of different approximations, that is, the DT for the SQ lattice and the two-step DT for the SC and FCC lattices. 23 ) In contrast to the Migdal approximation for b> 1, the DT and two-step DT yield the recursion equations symmetric in any direction. Next we consider the two-step DT
23
) of the X-Y model between the SC and FCC lattices. The DT from SC lattice to the FCC lattice is treated by the same way as that for the SQ lattice described above, and the renormalized interactions K' for cases II(2DT) and III(2DT) are also given by Eqs. 03') and 04') for d=2, respectively. Figure 3 displays the bond-moving approximation before the DT from the FCC lattice to the SC lattice. Four bonds between the sites labeled by the numbers 1 ~4 are moved equivalently to other eight bonds with a half portion of K' .**) With this approximation the calculation is largely simplified. Then, applying the approximation of Eq. (19) to Eq. (7) exp( G'
m=l and imposing the same conditions as those of cases II and ilIon the partial trace over the sites 1 ~4 separately, the renormalized interactions K" for the SC lattice are derived as *) Hereafter, the cases derived from the DT or the two·step DT with the same imposed conditions as those for cases II and III are denoted by case II (DT or 2DT) and case III (DT or 2DT), respectively.
(24) (25) Performing the above two-step DT inversely, that is, FCC--' SC--> FCC, we obtain the renormalized interactions K" for the FCC lattice
(26) (27) As discussed in Ref. 23 ), fixed points and exponents a are simultaneously obtained from Eqs. (24) and (25) or Eqs. (26) and (27) , and reported in Table III . Case II (2DT) and III(2DT) have similar properties to case II and III, respectively. Although unstable fixed points Kl* of both lattices for case II(2DT) are somewhat greater than those of the series data, these fulfil the relation Kl*(SC) > Kl* (FCC) in accord with the series data. This holds also for case III(2DT).
This method yields the positive a, though rather greater than the series data, at unstable fixed points in contrast to cases II and III.
Although the DT and two-step DT are based on the same one-dimensional DT as that used for the Migdal approximation, the latter case yields the recursion equations symmetric in the d Cartesian directions only when b--.1. This seems to cause large differences in exponents a among above cases. The latter case for b=2, however, yields better values of unstable fixed points than other cases. Therefore, the bond-moving approximation for b= 2 would not produce so many errors in the calculation of fixed points. It is necessary, though difficult for the present model, to take the b--.l limit in order to estimate errors inherent in this approxima tion. With the same conditions as for cases II and III, we have also calculated two cases (cases II(3) and 111(3)) for b=3. In contrast to the results for b=2, both cases exhibit a similar behavior to that of case II. Values of fixed points and exponents for both cases agree very closely with each other. Therefore, it is found within the extended Migdal approximation that a usual phase transition occurs only in case III. In order to check errors inherent in the bond-moving of the Migdal approximation, we have investigated this problem to some extent by means of geometrically different bond-moving approximations with the same conditions as those for cases II and III, and obtained analogous results, except exponents a, to cases II and III. This seems to come from the fact that the recursion equations can be written in terms of those for cases II and III. The present study, though not sufficient, may suggest that the bond-moving approximation has a large effect on the calculation of a.
Next we consider case II in some detail. The renormalization-group flow of case II, e. g., Eq. (13'), jumps from a very lower temperature side K:::?l to a finite temperature side K"" 2 d -2 In 3 with the first iteration. Thus we consider a behavior of flows in Fig. l(a) by interpreting d as a continuous variable. As d decreases from 3, an unstable fixed point Kl * and a stable one K2 * approach to each other, change into a marginal one KM* at a critical dimension dc, and at last disappear as in the upper graph in Fig. 1 (a) respectively. The result that a marginal fixed point KM * has a marginal thermal eigenvalue AT = 1 (exact) near two dimensions, i. e., de -:0-2.05 ~ 2.23 may lead to the same conclusion as that suggested by Dekeyser et aLII) as opposed to case III.
We have intended to elucidate the nature of a phase transition of the quantum S = 1/ 2 X-Y model, especially in d = 2, but obtained contradictory results mentioned above. This situation resembles those of other renormalization-group calculations. !2)~16) We cannot determine at present which case is closer to the truth of this model. However, it may be expected that above cases reflect respectively to some extent the properties of this model. Therefore, it is necessary to study further the present model and to examine particularly the imposed condition, Eq. (11).
The ground state properties of the X-Y model are known exactly for d= 1, 1) , 2) and recently studied for d = 2 and 3.26)~29) Therefore, the study of the ground state properties of the same model with a field will serve to elucidate the problem mentioned above. Thermodynamic properties of this model and applications of the present method to the random magnets will be reported elsewhere. Just before submitting this report, the author received a preprint by A. N. Berker and L. P. Kadanoff on a rescaling argument about systems with a highly degenerate ground state (J. of Phys. A13 (1980), L 259). They showed renormalization-group flows, quite analogous to Figs. 1 (a) and (b), for systems with and without residual entropy, respectively, and suggested the former case applicable to the classical d = 2 X -Y model.
